
Name: 

The goal of this project is to demonstrate an in-depth understanding of one topic. Focus 
on 4 or more “vocabulary and key concept” words from your chosen topic. Do more than just 
put the words into your project- use them in context, explain, define and give examples. Using 
more than 5 terms is not necessarily better if you take the time to show what you know in 
depth. 

Salmon Final Project 
Topics: 
_____Life Cycle of Salmon 
_____Food Web 
_____Salmon Habitat Needs 
_____Raising Salmon in the classroom 
_____Water Quality Testing for Salmon Health 
_____Migration of Salmon 
_____Salmon Anatomy 
_____Salmon Types 

Additional Research Topics (need to do some extra research at home) 
_____Hatchery vs. Wild Salmon 
_____Cultural connection: History, Native American life, myths, etc. 
_____Conservation 
_____Salmon Fishing 
  

Salmon Project Menu 2017

Comic/Graphic Novel
One topic: any other topic other than life cycle
3-5 pages
Rough draft before final draft
5+ Vocabulary Words

Trifold
Any topic
Create a visually appealing presentation that uses the complete trifold to present student 
created materials/pictures
May contain some typed/printed components, but must all be student generated
Must contain at least 5 vocabulary words based on topic chosen

Fishing Presentation
Topic: Salmon Fishing
Provide information about fishing for salmon
Focus on sport fishing or commercial fishing
Include equipment, etiquette, rules and regulations



Name: 

Salmon Game (PE or board game)
Any topic other than salmon habitat
Must be an information teaching game with written information about salmon
Rules are written so that others can play after you teach the game once
5+ vocabulary words, Blue Heron Editing Basics

Educational Song
One Topic: Your choice
Original tune or an existing tune with lyrics rewritten
5+ vocabulary words, Blue Heron Basics
Record on GarageBand
Sing at community meeting, biome or for other class

Make a Map “Infographic
One topic: conservation—What can kids do to protect salmon?
Use Brain-Pop Make-a-Map app to create a graphic organizer
5+ vocabulary words, Blue Heron Basics
Explain your ideas to our class and one other group (Biome or another class)

Student Choice
One topic: your choice
Make a 6+ bullet point list of what your will accomplish in your project
5+ vocabulary words, Blue Heron Basics
Present your idea to your teacher for approval


